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Abstract 
As the first blind box in China, POP MART has a strong market share and brand influence 
in the field of domestic fashion toys. Relying on the Internet, POP MART has created an 
online experience and offline immersion sales model, forming a business model with IP 
operation as the core. Based on the Harvard analysis framework, this paper analyzes the 
business situation of POP MART. And put forward countermeasures and suggestions for 
its strategic optimization: 1) Design IP based on consumer preference demand; 2) 
Strengthen the standardization requirements of product production; 3) Enhance 
managers' awareness of strategic management; 4) In-Depth understanding and 
integration of culture and retail. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, China's pan-entertainment market has developed rapidly. In the current era of 
pan-entertainmentainment, entertainment has been extended to all kinds of entertainment 
products, and a large number of consumer groups have been cultivated, and these groups have 
gradually expanded and "feed" the development of the entertainment industry. POP MART's 
performance in the pan-entertainment industry in recent years can be called outstanding 
achievements. In a short period of time, it has developed into the largest and fastest growing 
fashion toy company in China, with the largest market share, and gradually become one of the 
representatives of China's fashion play culture industry. In this paper, based on the 
development of the online and offline double channel construction, using the Harvard analysis 
framework, taking strategic analysis as the starting point, through the analysis of the 
accounting, finance and prospects of The POP MART, put forward countermeasures and 
suggestions for the development strategy of the enterprise. 

2. Basic Information about POP MART 

Beijing POP MART Cultural And Creative Co., LTD. (hereinafter referred to as POP MART) was 
founded in 2010 and listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange in December 2020 (stock code: 
09992). It is a leading cultural entertainment company in China. Around the five fields of artist 
mining, IP incubation operation, consumer touch, tide play culture promotion, and related 
industry investment integration, POP MART builds a comprehensive operation platform 
covering the whole industry chain of trend toys with the brand culture of "creating trend and 
delivering beauty". By building an official platform, POP MART expands sales channels, carries 
out comprehensive publicity and creates a sales method with distinctive brand characteristics. 
At present, Bubble mart uses online and offline operation mode. Offline stores in 103 cities 
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across the country, with more than 300 stores. Online, it cooperates with third parties and sells 
through platforms such as Tmall Flagship Store, Jingdong Flagship Store and Wechat POP MART 
mini program official mall. 

3. The Application of Harvard Analytical Framework in POP MART 

3.1. Strategic Analysis 
3.1.1. Macro-Environmental Analysis (PEST) 
(1)Political and Legal Environment Factors. With the boom of blind box economy, there are 
many behaviors that harm the rights and interests of consumers. On January 14, 2022, Shanghai 
Municipal Administration for Market Supervision held a press briefing on the compliance 
Guidelines on Blind Box Business activities in Shanghai recently issued. According to the 
guidelines, the actual value of goods in blind boxes should be basically the same as the selling 
price, and the price of a single blind box should not exceed 200 yuan. Clear the rules of blind 
box extraction. Blind box operators should publicize the types of commodities, rules of blind 
box extraction, quantity of commodities, probability of hidden money extraction and other 
information, fully inform consumers, and keep complete records of probability setting, 
extraction results and distribution for future reference. Encourage the establishment of a 
guarantee mechanism. This guideline is not only conducive to the protection of consumer rights 
and interests, but also to create a good space for the development of POP MART. 
(2)Economic and Environmental Factors. The steady growth of China's national economy has 
shifted from a stage of high-speed growth to a stage of high-quality growth. China's per capita 
consumption expenditure increased more than 10 times from the end of the 20th century to 
2019. The Engel coefficient of Chinese residents dropped from around 50 percent at the end of 
the 20th century to 28.2 percent in 2019. Under this premise, consumers have the economic 
ability to pursue higher spiritual satisfaction, especially the young group with strong 
consumption intention, which has become the driving force for the sustainable operation of 
POP MART. 
(3)Sociocultural Factors. Blind box consumers are mainly between the ages of 18 and 35. Most 
of them are women with high education level, high disposable income and strong purchasing 
power, who are more willing to accept new things and diverse cultures. As generation Z (post-
1995-2000) gradually becomes the main consumer, they will pay more attention to the spiritual 
experience brought by consumption and the expression of personality under different styles 
and trends. Stars with goods, KOL Amway, short videos of blind box and open-box evaluation 
have all attracted the attention of young people. The gameplay of the blind box is to induce 
people to pursue "surprise" in the midst of uncertainty. POP MART takes this opportunity to 
integrate its own products into art, fashion, painting, sculpture and other diversified concepts 
to create a series of high-profile blind box products, bringing spiritual and visual satisfaction to 
consumers. 
(4)Science and Technology Factors. POP MART to blind box tide play as the core to build, layout 
of multiple product lines, developed a Pal fun tide play community platform and Wechat box 
pumping machine small programs and other channels, timely access to consumers' brand 
awareness, improve the publicity effect. In addition, POP MART has also increased its presence 
on social media platforms such as Tik Tok, Bilibili, Little Red Booklittle and Weibo, giving full 
play to the convenient advantages and social functions of the Internet to build fan communities, 
enhance communication between users and expand sales channels. Under the impact of the 
epidemic in 2020, many real economies were greatly affected, but POP MART had a relatively 
perfect online retail business model, and people's consumption habits began to shift from 
offline to online during the epidemic. POP MART's online revenue increased from 9.4% in 2017 
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to 40.9% in the first half of 2020. Not only that, POP MART pioneered the blind box vending 
machine offline and named it "POP MART Robot Store". 
3.1.2. Enterprise Strategy Analysis (SWOT) 
(1)Advantage. Outstanding innovation ability, accurate market positioning, high product 
profits, with a number of original design tide play IP, good reputation of the licensor and its IP, 
can meet the preferences and needs of consumers. Especially with the development of The 
Times, consumer demand gradually from low-level physiological needs to high-level 
psychological needs change. For example, generation Z's pursuit of individuality and self-
expression make them the main force of fashion consumption, and this consumption tendency 
coincides with the sales concept of POP MART. 
(2)Disadvantage. The production mode of POP MART is OEM (third-party OEM), which has 
strong flexibility, but is obviously affected by the supply of the manufacturer. Therefore, it 
cannot independently complete the whole business process or control the product quality in 
real time. As of the first half of 2021, The number of private IP accounts for 50.9%. In addition, 
joint IP cooperation can also bring uncertainty. In addition, there are also negative news, false 
publicity, consumer disputes difficult to solve and other problems, which will affect consumers' 
perception of the brand to a certain extent. High entry threshold for new customers, difficult to 
cultivate new customer stickiness, full marketing gimmick, hunger marketing and other 
phenomena cause consumer dissatisfaction. The sales form of blind boxes and the collection 
value of the contents of blind boxes bring the "prosperity" of the second-hand market, and the 
over-hyped price of blind boxes is also easy to affect the enthusiasm of consumers. 
(3)Opportunity. POP MART has a high market share in the pan-entertainment market and a 
strong growth potential in the future. POP MART's distinctive brand characteristics have 
attracted a large number of hot and original high-quality IP contracts, a positive push from IP 
source. Core consumer groups are concentrated in the young female markets, the potential 
market and space are larger than the industry. The proportion of IP revenue contribution in the 
head decreased, and gradually showed a good profit structure with IP dispersing power. After 
Molly became popular, The company also created three IP sales of PUCKY, The Monsters and 
Dimoo over 100 million, which attracted more high-quality new IP to sign contracts and settle 
in, forming a benign effect and making it easier to obtain high-quality IP resources. 
(4)Threat. Lack of competition barriers between peers, the sales model is easy to be copied, the 
possibility of being replaced. For example, the core of the brand is inconsistent with the goal of 
creating a "Chinese Disney". Unlike "Disney", it lacks a complete story and cultural force, and 
cannot support long-term development only by selling images. Blind box sales are influenced 
by psychological factors and stimulate consumers' desire to buy, which is unstable. If there is 
no continuous output of creativity and content, it is easy to consume consumers' enthusiasm 
for buying. 
To sum up, after analyzing the internal and external conditions of POP MART, the enterprise 
can choose SO growth strategy: a development strategy that takes advantage of its excellent 
innovation ability and precise market position to seize the wind of the pan-entertainment 
market, further improve market share and enhance brand goodwill. 

3.2. Accounting Analysis 
The company is incorporated in the Cayman Islands and its financial statements are prepared 
in accordance with INTERNATIONAL Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), which are used in 
international accounting standards. No Cayman Islands income tax is payable under current 
Cayman Islands law. According to the provisions of China's corporate income tax law, 
enterprises established outside China but actually managed in China are resident enterprises 
and should pay corporate income tax at the rate of 25%. POP MART will be listed in Hong Kong 
in 2020, and the yuan is traded in Hong Kong dollars, so the impact of exchange rate fluctuations 
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will also have an impact on net profit. It is mainly manifested in the exchange fluctuation of 
RMB against Hong Kong dollar, RMB against US dollar and OTHER currencies. The possible 
impact of RMB exchange rate fluctuations on the performance of Hong Kong stocks is mainly in 
two aspects: 1. Impact on the Performance of Hong Kong Stocks; 2. Impact on Capital Flow. As 
POP MART global offering proceeds are received in Hong Kong dollars. The Hong Kong stock 
market is priced in Hong Kong dollars, which is not directly linked to the RENMINBI. Moreover, 
Hong Kong dollars has been linked to the US dollar since 1983. This could lead to a boost in 
Hong Kong-denominated shares when the yuan appreciates. On the contrary, when the China 
yuan depreciates, it will decrease. Adversely affect the financial position of Bubble Mart. When 
goods are sold on POP MART's online platform or other third-party platforms, the transaction 
is settled through the online payment platform on an accrual basis. Sales revenue is recognized 
according to the actual price after consumers confirm receipt of goods. POP MART's accrual 
accounting approach is also consistent with its principle of preparing financial information in 
accordance with INTERNATIONAL Financial Reporting Standards. At the same time, it also 
adopted the requirement of non-INTERNATIONAL Financial Reporting Standards to adjust net 
profit as non-operating income, so that the company's finances are comparable with those of 
the same industry. 

3.3. Financial Analysis 
3.3.1. Debt Paying Ability 
From the perspective of short-term solvency, POP MART's current ratio and quick ratio were 
generally stable from 2017 to 2019. In 2020, there is a sharp rise, indicating that POP MART's 
short-term solvency is increasing year by year. The increase of the two in 2020 is obviously 
closely related to the overstocking of products, the increase of cash holdings and the low 
efficiency of capital utilization under the impact of the epidemic. 
From the perspective of long-term solvency, the asset-liability ratio and equity ratio remained 
relatively stable from 2017 to 2019, but plunged in 2020. It can be seen that the financial 
structure of Bubble Mart is too conservative, low risk and low reward. This shows that POP 
MART's long-term solvency is strong, the risk is small, but the return is relatively low. 
3.3.2. Operation Ability 
From 2017 to 2020, inventory turnover, current asset turnover and total asset turnover have 
been in a state of relative fluctuation, indicating that the stability of operating capacity is poor, 
and all of them declined sharply in 2020. In 2020, due to the outbreak of COVID-19, production 
has not completely stopped, but demand and transportation have stagnated, with the amount 
of inventory exceeding the amount of inventory. Inventory is obviously increasing, which 
reduces the number of inventory turnover. However, the decrease of current asset turnover is 
affected by the expansion of sales scale, the decrease of current asset utilization efficiency and 
the increase of operating cost, which eventually leads to the decrease of sales capacity, the 
decrease of income and the decrease of total asset turnover. 
3.3.3. Profitability 
It is not difficult to find that the gross margin of Bubble Mart during 2017-2020 was high and 
kept rising. This is mainly due to the low production cost of POP MART products, which are 
characterized by high added value, and the demand for products with high added value is also 
relatively strong. During this period, the brand has been promoted in many ways to enhance its 
popularity and sales. The high gross margin can also bring certain space for the pricing and cost 
management of POP MART products. It can use the pricing strategy according to the 
competition situation and absorb the financing cost at the same time. Higher gross margins also 
mean higher margins and more value for shareholders. The return on equity and return on total 
assets in 2018 and 2019, have a sharp growth, illustrates the shareholders obtain investment 
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remuneration level is high during this period, the enterprise itself with all their assets profit 
ability is stronger, these changes are linked to a bubble, in recent years, increasing the 
promotion and laid a lot of offline stores are inseparable, At the same time, expand the scale of 
the brand, and online to build a one-stop platform with communication and sales functions, 
comprehensively expand sales channels. In 2020, the gross margin year-on-year changes did 
not appear larger, and the pure interest rate, return on equity and return on total assets are 
occurred, the impact of the outbreak is not only POP MART, the industry and all walks of life 
have been affected in different degree, the performance benefit generally decline, profit ability 
to drop, increase management cost, So the return on total assets goes down. 
3.3.4. Development Capacity 
In 2018 and 2019, POP MART's revenue growth and retail store growth are very impressive. 
Revenue increased from 514.5 million yuan in 2018 to 1683.4 million yuan in 2019. The 
number of physical retail stores increased from 63 in 2018 to more than 300 in 2021. The 
continuous growth of net profit, main business income and total assets for three consecutive 
years indicates that POP MART's asset scale, expansion ability and growth ability have been 
enhanced to a certain extent, and it has the ability of sustainable development in the future. 

3.4. Prospect Analysis 
3.4.1. Development of Prediction 
Although POP MART has an original series of IP, there are still some pain points such as lack of 
story and influence of IP, which makes it far from its goal of becoming "China Disney". In 
addition, in many negative news, such as poor product quality, improper political stance of 
designers, KFC co-branded criticized waste and so on, the voice of negative voices also followed. 
Publicity, heat, limited edition, rare edition, scalpers, hype and other words seem to form the 
template for POP MART to produce explosive "harvest" fan chives. Under the rapid 
development of POP MART, many experienced players began to express their intention to "get 
out of the pit" or even "abandon the pit", their release of this signal is undoubtedly a wake-up 
call to POP MART. Instead of putting the cart before the horse, POP MART should strike a 
balance between maintaining the "feelings" of its old customers and attracting new ones. 
Attract the influx of capital, diversified layout to form a one-stop platform for 
commercialization of the whole industry chain, and form the brand barrier of POP MART. 
Integrate all kinds of resources, attract multiple IP to explore the blank space in the market 
share, so that it is possible to maintain the current development momentum and expand to 
create a blue ocean market. 
3.4.2. Financial Projections 
In just three years, Bubbles Mart made a net profit of 450 million yuan and maintained a 
compound yield of about 225 percent per year. Even under the impact of COVID-19 in 2020, 
POP MART achieved a good annual net profit of 300 million yuan. But in terms of financial 
indicators, the impact of the epidemic cannot be ignored. The inventory crisis and capital chain 
problems caused by the epidemic reflect the misjudgment of the market and the loss of control 
of supply chain and operation management. This is also a warning to the rapid development of 
the tide play market, not only the pursuit of profits, regardless of the existence of risks. 
From the perspective of the whole tide play  market, although the net profit of POP MART 
reached 450 million yuan in 2019, it only occupied 8.5% of the market share, indicating that 
the tide play market is not saturated, the blind box market demand is huge, POP MART still has 
a huge space for development. In 2019, the market size of China's trendy games has exceeded 
20 billion yuan, twice that of Japan and six times that of South Korea. According to the report, 
the fashion market grew at a CAGR of 36% from 2015 to 2020. In 2020, the maximum IP 
revenue will decrease by 22%, and the inventory will increase by 134%. Due to the expansion 
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of its business, the number of IP and the increase of new products, it will increase the demand 
for goods, so the reserves should match it. In the international market, On September 5, 2020, 
POP MART opened its first overseas store in South Korea. On March 21, 2021, POP MART 
opened its first store in Canada, which is also its first overseas store in the North American 
market. It is estimated that the scale of China's trendy toy retail market will reach 47.8 billion 
yuan in 2022. So POP MART still has many opportunities for growth and expansion. 

4. Development Strategy Optimization 

It is not a bad idea to rely on image sales. The original Shanghai Disney character "Linabelle" 
became a hit in 2021, and the 2022 Winter Olympics mascot "Bing Dwen Dwen" became a top 
hit. "Linabelle" and "Bing Dwen Dwen" are popular not because of their attributes and meanings, 
but because of their appearance. Therefore, this also brings inspiration to POP MART, that is, 
for blind box producers, what they ultimately sell is not such random consumption mode, but 
more abstract concepts such as IP represented by the product, design sense of the product itself 
and collection value. Therefore, in view of the problems analyzed above, optimization strategies 
are proposed for the development strategy of POP MART: 
1) Design IP based on Consumer Preference and Demand. To meet the needs of the user in 
design, through to the consumer psychological insight, combines the condition of market 
research and product sales, to meet the needs of consumers, enhance POP MART brand for 
consumers in the viscous that maintain a high purchase rate, rather than relying on excessive 
products marketing hype make consumers produce rebellious attitude; When choosing co-
branded IP, with the help of the mature IP's own fan groups, cross-border cooperation, such as 
FMCG, beauty makeup product, daily use, etc., to explore the user market of different groups 
and further segmentation, constantly improve the brand market recognition, fashion play this 
"minority" hobby into "public" hobby. 
2) Strengthen the Standardization Requirements of Product Production. While strengthening 
cost management with reasonable budget, we should focus on the quality optimization of 
products and services to improve consumer satisfaction, perceived value and repurchase 
intention from the source. 
3) Enhance Managers' Awareness of Strategic Management. Follow the requirements of the 
blind box market, create a benign blind box market, improve the supervision mechanism, 
accurately position the brand, scientific marketing products, according to the brand 
characteristics of POP MART, focus on creating the symbolic and story of the product. 
4) More In-depth Understanding and Integration of Culture and Retail Industry. Export its own 
characteristic cultural IP, deeply cultivate IP profit points, expand IP application scope and 
practicability, combine with The business model of POP MART to realize, form a unique value 
chain, and further layout of online and offline parallel industrial chain. 
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